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Sharpen your skills and reinforce what youâ€™ve learned with this engaging companion to the latest

edition of RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE FOR TECHNOLOGISTS. Whether used for homework or

in-class assignments, this valuable resource is your perfect study and practice guide. A variety of

unique worksheets, crossword puzzles, lab experiments, and mathematic exercises help you learn

by doing and provide the scientific understanding and practical experience necessary to become an

informed, confident radiographer.More than 100 detailed worksheets enhance your understanding

of key concepts in radiologic physics, the x-ray beam, the radiograph, advanced x-ray imaging,

digital imaging, radiobiology, and radiation protection.Concise "Penguin" boxes summarize

important textbook information for fast, easy review relevant to worksheet exercises.Math Tutor

worksheets refresh your calculation skills with decimal and fraction timers, fraction/decimal

conversion, solving for desired mAs, and technique adjustments.Laboratory Experiments provide a

practical framework for applying textbook concepts in the lab setting through hands-on

experience.Answers to worksheet exercises and laboratory experiments help you assess your

strengths and weaknesses.New worksheets strengthen your grasp of new textbook content on the

digital image and viewing the digital image.
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The 10th edition (2012) of this essential, textbook accompanying workbook is currently (2/23/2012)

available for pre-order. My hope is that the editors have taken the necessary time to correct any



errors in this edition's math and physics formulas, examples, and answers. It is also my hope that

digital technology is presented more prominently in this new edition. That said, the new edition

should provide an improved educational experience for Radiology students beginning with the

summer and fall 2012 semesters.

the textbook. OK for the radiography student. The questions are not particularly challenging as they

are almost copied word for word from the textbook. It's like a search and find where you just have to

locate the answers. The textbook, however, is very scientific and written at the college level.

This would be extremely helpful, except for the fact that there are so many typos in the answer keys.

This book is a must for my course of study. It was sent very quickly and is helpful as a reference.

I ordered these books Aug. 8th, and received them on (or before) Aug. 17th in excellent condition.
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